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Nu-Heat LoPro™Max
Industry-leading heat outputs for
underfloor heating in existing properties,
multi-zone renovations and conversions,
new extensions and single rooms.
Please contact your Account Manager or Nu-Heat Sales on 01404 549770
to discuss any element of your project or email your plans to:
sales@nu-heat.co.uk for a quotation.
INTRODUCTION
Many more homes can now benefit from all the advantages of underfloor heating
usually reserved for new-build, as LoPro™Max provides a practical, economical
alternative to a traditional radiator-based system.
LoPro™Max is available as a fully-designed, whole-house system or as a OneZone™
pack for single rooms or extensions. OneZone™ packs are available online and do
not require the full design process. Whole-house systems are always supplied with
detailed performance and heatloss calculations and CAD drawings.
LoPro™Max is designed for use with existing or new gas/oil/LPG condensing
boilers. Condensing boilers operate more efficiently when supplying low flow
temperatures. A LoPro™Max system typically requires a flow temperature of
45˚C–55˚C, which is much lower than a typical radiator system with a flow
temperature of 70˚C–80˚C. Exact flow temperatures are dependent on various
criteria including property heat loss and the choice of floor covering; these are
detailed in Nu-Heat’s comprehensive heat loss calculations and CAD drawings.
LoPro™Max uses a combination of castellated tray and high heat-output
LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound. The spacing of the UFH pipes within
the castellated tray depends on the building’s heat loss and the levels of existing /
upgraded insulation present.
FEATURES

BENEFITS

• 	22.5mm depth (LoPro™Max10) or
28mm (Lopro™Max14) before floor
coverings are fitted

• 	Ideal for use in new-build and
retrofit projects

• 	Rapid heat up and cool down in
comparison to other solid UFH floor
constructions
• 	High thermal output
• 	Ultra flexible UFH pipework is easily
laid in lengths of up to 120m
• 	Castellated panel enables easy run
back to the manifold
• 	Floor temperature sensors supplied
as standard
• 	Built-in floor levelling
• 	No joins below the sub-floor unlike
some alternative UFH offers

• 	Can be used on ground and upper
floors of the building
• 	Smooth and level surface finish for
vinyl and tiles
• 	Can be used with carpet and underlay,
vinyl and linoleum, ceramics,
laminates and engineered timber
• 	High thermal output makes
LoPro™Max an ideal partner for gas
and oil condensing boilers
• 	Fast installation and fast drying
time – can be walked on after just
8 hours and floor finishes can be
fitted after 72 hours
• 	Low running costs – one-third of
equivalent electric UFH systems
•
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Improves
acoustic performance of
suspended timber floors in flats, first
floors and loft conversions

For expert advice call us on 01404 549770 or Freephone 0800 731 1976

Suspended timber floors

Concrete floors

To discuss any aspect of LoPro™Max
please telephone your Account
Manager on 01404 549770.
Specification sheets for supplementary
LoPro™Max products and installation
instructions are available at
www.nu-heat.co.uk/lopromax.

Suitability
PROPERTIES SUITABLE FOR LOPRO™MAX UFH
Properties built in the last 20 years will incorporate sufficient insulation in the walls,
floors, roof and windows to meet or exceed the heat loss values required for an
efficient, effective underfloor heating system. This is also true for older properties
that have been upgraded to include double-glazing, cavity or solid-wall insulation
and sufficient mineral wool in the roof space to meet current recommendations.
If your property does not meet these insulation requirements please contact your
Account Manager to discuss in detail whether LoPro™Max is suitable for your project.
Recommendations for solid ground floors with no insulation
Solid sub-floors sit above a stable ground temperature of approximately 10˚C and
have good thermal characteristics meaning that downward heat loss is limited to
between 6% and 10% of the total heat output. This represents a small percentage of
the annual heating cost for the property and it is offset by the energy-saving
features of underfloor heating, which means it will provide running costs generally
equivalent to (or better than) a traditional radiator system.
Removing an existing concrete floor that is in good condition in order to install
insulation does not generally make financial sense. Where no insulation is present,
the downward energy loss for a typical 3-bedroom house would cost around
£35p.a. With the cost of replacing the slab running into thousands of pounds the
return on investment could be over 100 years, making it uneconomical.
However, where it is practical and sufficient height build-up is available, a layer of
insulation plus an 18mm T&G deck, or insulated, cement-faced tile backer board
(e.g. Marmox, Wedi-board, etc., see Nu-Heat information sheet) can be fitted over
the slab and below the LoPro™Max.
Suspended timber ground floors with no insulation
The heat loss characteristics of a suspended timber ground floor are very different to those of a solid floor. The low ambient
temperature in the void below the floor plus air movement/draughts via air bricks mean that the suspended timber sub-floor
construction provides little resistance to downward heat transfer and must be insulated to prevent excessive heat loss. This
can be achieved quite easily and economically using one of the following methods.

Option 1
Space Blanket can be used to insulate
between joists. Access to the void
below the floor can usually be made
between the floor joists, and the crawl
space below can be used to fit the
insulation to the underside of the floor.

Option 2
Where floor deck is being removed or
replaced use Netlon and mineral wool
to insulate between floor joists.

Option 3
Lay 80mm of rigid insulation over the
existing floor deck with an 18mm
structural T&G floor deck over before
fitting the LoPro™Max.

Nu-Heat always recommends the installation of additional insulation where
practical and economical – including floor insulation, double-glazing, cavity or
solid wall insulation and loft insulation.
Intermediate floors do not need insulation.

For more information visit www.nu-heat.co.uk
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Supplementary heating
For fully-designed systems, Nu-Heat will always check rooms with the following
attributes to ensure output from the UFH will maintain the desired room
temperature – typically 21˚C for living areas and 18˚C for bedrooms at -3˚C
outside temperature.
•

Open fires/inglenooks

•

Large amounts of glazing

•

High vaulted ceilings

•

Bathrooms/en-suites

•

Conservatories used as habitable rooms

Supplementary heat sources such as wood-burners, fires, fan-assisted heaters,
towel-rails, etc. can be used to meet shortfalls in extreme weather conditions if
required; this should be discussed with a Nu-Heat System Designer and the
homeowner where appropriate.
Bathrooms and en-suites must have a suitably sized towel rail or radiator to
provide additional heat in extreme weather conditions and towel warming in the
summer months.
Towel-rails should be controlled as an independent flow and return heating circuit
with timer and 2-port zone valve. Alternatively, electric or oil filled towel-rails can
be used although these will have a higher running cost than a traditional waterbased model heated by a gas or oil boiler.
These items will be discussed with the homeowner/installer during Nu-Heat’s
detailed design process. Due to the exceptional performance of LoPro™Max,
supplementary heating is unlikely to be required except in extreme cases.

HEAT PUMPS & LOPRO™MAX
Ground- and air-source heat pumps are only suitable for use in new-build properties
or existing properties that have been brought up to the insulation/U-Value standard
of current Building Regulations. In these properties, LoPro™Max can be used as
part of the overall heating system or for the whole property; flow temperatures
of 30–40˚C are typical and will ensure a high CoP from the heat pump.
Heat pumps cannot be used in existing properties with just basic insulation
upgrades; in this situation either use the existing boiler or upgrade to a condensing
boiler.
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Heat loss calculations
& UFH heat output
LOPRO™MAX HEAT OUTPUT (ROOM HEAT LOSS CHECKS)
Nu-Heat’s LoPro™Max system will provide varying heat output dependent on
water flow temperature and the thermal conductivity of the final floor covering.
As a general rule, finishes such as tile, stone and vinyl will produce the highest heat
outputs followed by timber and then carpet.
LoPro™Max systems are fully designed by Nu-Heat and will include all heat loss
calculations to verify the suitability of the chosen floor finishes and heat output
where all relevant insulation U-value information has been supplied.
OneZone™ packs for single rooms are not subject to the full design process
therefore the heat loss for each room can be compared with an estimate of
the heat output of the floor based on the choice of final floor covering using
Nu-Heat’s LoPro™Max heat output tables (see example below).

MAXIMUM HEAT OUTPUT FIGURES FOR LOPRO™MAX IN LIVING AREAS BASED ON 10˚C DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE
WITH PIPE AT 150MM SPACING
AVAILABLE HEAT FLOW W/m2
FLOW WATER TEMPERATURE

40˚C

45˚C

50˚C

55˚C

Vinyl

71

95 (limit 75)

119 (limit 75)

142 (limit 75)

Natural stone/tiles

77

102 (limit 100)

128 (limit 100)

154 (limit 100)

14mm engineered board

51

68

85 (limit 75)

102 (limit 75)

2 tog carpet/underlay

40

53

66

79

Note: Bathroom and en-suites are permitted a maximum heat output of 150W/m2.

EXAMPLE HEAT OUTPUT CALCULATION FOR LOPRO™MAX ONEZONE™
Heat loss calculations at a design room temperature of 21˚C and an outside
temperature of -3˚C result in:
Target room heat requirement:

600W

Room size (useable floor area):

12m2

Desired flow temperature:

40˚C

Floor finish:

Tiles

Using the table of output figures gives:
Available heat flow:
Total floor output:

77W/m2
= available heat flow x floor area
= 77W/m2 x 12m2
= 924W

The floor output exceeds the target room heating requirement, so LoPro™Max
OneZone™ will heat the room at 40˚C flow temperature.

Please contact your Account Manager
or Nu-Heat Sales on 01404 549770
to discuss your project or email your
plans to sales@nu-heat.co.uk for a
quotation.

For more information visit www.nu-heat.co.uk
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Items included in a typical
LoPro™Max system
The actual number of components supplied for any
LoPro™Max system varies according to the exact specification
and the size of the project. In general terms each system will
comprise a combination of the following:
•

Pump module(s)

•

Bathroom thermostat(s)

•

EcoPrim T floor primer

•

Manifold(s)

•

Fastflo™ floor heating pipe

•

Sundry accessories

•

 imeclock (depends on thermostat
T
type)

•

Port splitters

•

System Design

•

LoPro™Max castellated panel

•

Standard delivery

•

Thermostat(s)

Handover Pack

Floor temperature sensor(s)

• 	LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling
compound

•

•

Optional items
•

Decoupling membrane – for use with tile and stone floor finishes.

•

5mm IsoRubber acoustic insulation.

•

Latexplan Trade – latex floor leveller.

INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR AN ACCURATE QUOTATION
In order to produce an accurate quotation for a whole-house system the following
information will be needed:
•

An accurate set of dimensioned plans showing rooms to be heated

• 	Suggested manifold positions (please mark on your dimensioned plans after
reading notes on careful positioning of manifolds opposite)
•

Type and construction of exterior walls and wall insulation

•

Window details: double-glazing, air gap width and sizes

•

Type and depth of roof insulation (e.g. 300mm Rockwool)

•

Existing floor construction of every room

• 	Type and depth of any floor insulation present or proposed as part of the
refurbishment where applicable
•

Final floor finish in every room

•

Choice of room thermostat (hard-wired or wireless)

•

Type of boiler (traditional, combi, gas, oil, etc.)

DESIGN AND INSTALLATION INFORMATION PROVIDED BY NU-HEAT FOR WHOLE-HOUSE SYSTEMS
• 	Bespoke UFH pipe layout CAD

drawings

• 	Plumbing 1st and 2nd fix diagrams

•

Installation manuals

Electrical 1st and 2nd fix diagrams

•

Comprehensive User Guides

•

• 	Flow and return pipe sizing

diagrams
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Initial design considerations –
manifold positions
Careful consideration of manifold positioning before production of the UFH CAD
will aid a fast and trouble-free installation. Therefore the following points should
be considered:
1	
As a general rule, one manifold with 10mm UFH pipe can cover a floor area of
up to 60m2, or up to 120m2 with 14mm pipe. A second manifold can be added
to cover another equivalent area.
2	
Manifolds should be positioned centrally in relation to the zones they supply
and not more than 5m away. They can be placed in a cupboard or boxed-in
but access should be available.
Note: Do not place manifolds in a position simply because it is easier to connect
to existing heating pipework. Manifolds can be supplied with either integrated or
remote circulating pump and water control components.

EXAMPLES OF GOOD MANIFOLD POSITIONING

1

Optiflo
Manifold

2

LIVING
LIVING

Optiflo Manifolds
A single manifold would
be insufficient to serve
the entire area

HALL
DINING

HALL
KITCHEN

KITCHEN
LOBBY

3

GARAGE
Manifold

3

DINING

 unching of pipes in the area around the manifold is allowed but should be kept to a minimum. Find alternative
B
routes for flow and return pipes (i.e. through a wall).

For more information visit www.nu-heat.co.uk
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Boiler system options & control
methods
Mechanical and electrical considerations – LoPro™Max systems
As part of the overall installation the existing system controls should be taken into consideration. All LoPro™Max system
controls have been designed to work with the most common industry standard S-plan or when required with existing W-plan
or Y-plan 3-port diverter valves and combi boilers.
NEW OR EXISTING BOILER/CYLINDER – S-PLAN LAYOUT
In this situation, simply configure the system in line with Nu-Heat’s mechanical and electrical drawings, which follow the industry
standard S-plan configuration.
S-plan configuration with boiler & cylinder
Note: Nu-Heat supplies detailed mechanical
and electrical diagrams with every fully designed
LoPro™10 system

Radiator circuit

Towel rail circuit

UFH circuit

Optional zone and timer-controlled towel rail circuit for installations with more than one bathroom

INSTALLATIONS WITH EXISTING BOILER CONTROLS: W-PLAN OR Y-PLAN
Existing W plan or Y plan 3-port diverter valves controlling the heating and domestic hot water can be retained as part of the
overall system control where upgrades to an S-plan layout are not practical

W- & Y-plan configuration with boiler & cylinder
A new 2-port blocker zone
valve must be fitted with W or
Y-plan systems (prevents DHW
or radiators heating when there
is no demand; does not affect
the UFH)

Note:
For independent zone
and timed towel rail
circuits the system
must be changed to
S-plan.

UFH circuit

UFH manifold connection
must be before blocker valve

Radiator circuit

Towel rail circuit

Alternatively, the system can be upgraded to a standard S-plan configuration (see S-plan configuration at top of page).
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EXISTING AND NEW COMBI-BOILER INSTALLATIONS
Standard mechanical and electrical drawings providing all relevant technical
guidance are supplied with the Nu-Heat Installation Manual. Nu-Heat will always
give advice on the suitability of our products for the project/application proposed,
either through an Account Manager or Project Designer.
Combination boilers that provide heating and domestic hot water can be
configured to work with LoPro™Max by simply following the mechanical and
electrical drawings supplied by Nu-Heat. Combi boilers are not usually suitable
for properties with more than two bathrooms.

Controls upgrade configuration with combi boiler

Combi-boiler

Radiator circuit

Towel rail circuit

UFH circuit

Install a new 2-port zone valve to control existing radiator/towel-rail circuits

For combi-boiler installations, towel rails can be fitted on the existing heating system or an electric towel rail can be used.

Good manifold connection

S-plan

Min. 22mm pipe connection

Unsuitable manifold connection

✓
UFH circuit

Manifolds can be connected to an existing heating system
before the zone valves

X
UFH circuit
Manifolds should NOT be connected to an existing heating
system after the zone valves

For more information visit www.nu-heat.co.uk
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UFH MANIFOLD CIRCULATING PUMP & WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL ASSEMBLY OPTIONS
Direct pump module

Remote pump module for multiple manifolds

Manifold options
The pump module consists of the pump and temperature blending valve. Depending
on the system design there may be a Direct Mounted Pump Module connected
directly to the manifold, or a centrally located Remote Mounted Pump Module
feeding multiple manifolds, or a combination of these.
The floor heating pump circulates the hot water from the boiler to the Optiflo
manifold(s) and around the floor heating tube. The temperature blending valve
mixes hot boiler water with the colder water returning from the underfloor heating
to achieve the design flow temperature, as set on the valve head.
Both assemblies can be connected left- or right-handed.
Optional towel rail circuits (not solar or heat pump systems)
Where LoPro™Max is fitted throughout a whole house with multiple bathrooms/
en-suites, the system should be configured as an S-plan layout to provide separate
zone and time control and allow towel rails to be available for independent
summer and winter use.
W- and Y-plan configurations are not suitable in this situation and should be
changed to S-plan.
Note: If electric towel rails are fitted, W- and Y-plan configurations can be retained
if desired.
Large domestic properties – typically over 300m2 floor area
Larger properties always require a thorough and bespoke system design. Nu-Heat
will be happy to provide a design specification covering the following areas:
•

Full heat loss calculations

•

 uidance on mechanical pipework
G
sizing for heating and DHW
distribution

• 	Bespoke plant room design for
single or cascade boilers with lowloss headers and multi-circuit flow
and return supply pipework

• 	Sizing guidance and supply of DHW
cylinders
•

 esign of secondary domestic hot
D
water circuit

•

Incorporation of an independently
timed towel-rail circuit

•

 uidance on mixed UFH/radiator
G
systems

•

 lectrical drawings illustrating firstE
and second-fix wiring installation
instructions

•

 echnical guidance on mains water
T
supply flow rate and pressure
requirements including solutions for
properties with inadequate flow rate
and/or pressure from the existing
mains supply

Please contact your Account Manager or Nu-Heat Sales on 01404 549770 to discuss your project or email your plans to
sales@nu-heat.co.uk for a quotation.
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Design information
FLOW AND RETURN PIPE-SIZING RECOMMENDATIONS
As a general rule existing flow and return central heating pipework can be used
to supply LoPro™Max manifolds where radiators are being replaced. However, if
some radiators are being retained supply pipes must go to UFH areas and radiator
areas separately.
• 	UFH manifolds should always be connected to a minimum 22mm flow and
return heating pipe, never to 15mm supply pipework.
• 	If the overall heating system heat load is to be increased due, for example, to
the addition of a large extension, then it is important to recalculate the overall
heating and hot water load, changing the existing boiler and upsizing the flow
and return supply pipework as required. Nu-Heat will always provide the
heating load for the underfloor heating system as part of the design, which can
be used as part of the calculation to correctly size the boiler output.

For more information visit www.nu-heat.co.uk
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Room thermostat control options
for LoPro™Max systems
The room thermostat options supplied by Nu-Heat include wireless radio-controlled
thermostats with receivers that provide a practical method of installation for
situations where chasing wires into decorated walls is both disruptive and labour
intensive. There is also a range of hard-wired dial and touchscreen thermostats,
including the neoStat that offers smartphone and internet control options.
The LoPro™Max OneZone™ system is available with a choice of thermostat types.
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

neoAir – wireless thermostat

Nu-Heat provides comprehensive wiring diagrams covering all necessary electrical
information relating to the UFH system, including 1st and 2nd-fix electrical information
based on the heat source (boiler, combi, etc.) and the choice of thermostats.
Remote floor temperature sensors for thermostats
Remote sensors should be fitted in all rooms with LoPro™Max floors except
bathrooms. The technical data sheet with installation details can be down-loaded
from the Nu-Heat website. These are supplied as part of the system for all
thermostat types.
Location of equipment
• 	Nu-Heat electrical wiring centres should be fixed to walls inside the building,
close to the Optiflo manifolds they control.

DS – Standard dial

•

 oom thermostats should normally be fitted at light switch height out of direct
R
sunlight or draughts and not above heat sources such as towel rails.

•

 athrooms should operate as separate zones with the thermostat fitted outside
B
the bathroom and a remote sensor mounted inside the bathroom. The remote
sensor is fitted with approximately 3m of 2-core low voltage flex, extendable
up to 20m. The air sensor fits in a small plastic enclosure (supplied), for wall
mounting in the bathroom.

neo – The innovative neo system enables flexible control of a heating system directly
from a smartphone or tablet. By linking with the central neoHub, the neoApp allows
control of the settings for any room with a neoStat with just a few screen taps.
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LoPro™Max floor construction
FLOOR PREPARATION
Preparation of the sub-floor is key to the successful installation of LoPro™Max. By
effectively sealing each room’s floor area it is possible to pour the LoPro™QuickSet
self-levelling compound on a room-by-room basis.
REPAIRING THE EXISTING FLOOR AND WALLS
The floor surface must be free of dust and debris , and primed with EcoPrim T
(supplied) before laying the LoPro™ castellated panel. Gaps around skirting boards
and doors must be filled and sealed. Any large gaps between the floorboards of
suspended timber floors must be filled.
FLOOR LEVELLING
If the existing floor is out of level there are two options for providing a level finished
surface.

Option 1: Use a self-levelling compound to provide a level
surface on which to fit the LoPro™ castellated panel.
This the recommended method for concrete sub-floors.

Option 2 (suspended timber floors only): Fit the LoPro™
castellated panel to the uneven floor and purchase additional
LoPro™QuickSet compound to bring the floor up to level.

Note: If extra LoPro™QuickSet is purchased with the initial order there is no additional delivery charge.

EDGE DETAIL
Nu-Heat supplies an edge expansion strip with a self-adhesive skirt that should be
fitted around the perimeter of each room and across doorways, followed by a strip of
double-sided tape (also supplied). This is designed to tank the floor and effectively
seal the area ready for pouring the LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound.

Edge expansion strip with double-sided tape

IMPROVING THE ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE OF THE FLOOR
Noise reduction – acoustic benefits of LoPro™Max with IsoRubber-UFH-NH
Joisted first floors do not require insulation for thermal benefit. However
the addition of 5mm IsoRubber-UFH-NH below the LoPro™Max panel will further
reduce airborne and impact noise transmission in separating floors and loft
conversions, especially those with engineered hardwood floor finishes.
The floor should be primed and the IsoRubber must be glued down (adhesive
available from Nu-Heat).
The overall height build-up of IsoRubber-UFH-NH + LoPro™Max10 = 27.5mm.
The overall height build-up of IsoRubber-UFH-NH + LoPro™Max14 = 33mm.

For more information visit www.nu-heat.co.uk
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LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling
compound
Once the LoPro™ castellated panel has been fitted, the UFH pipe must be installed
and pressure tested before pouring the LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound.
LoPro™QuickSet is a specialist self-levelling compound designed for durablity and
strength. It can be walked on after just 8 hours and floor coverings can be fitted
after 72 hours, although in damp weather the overall drying time may be extended.
Sufficient compound is supplied to cover the castellated panel to a maximum specified
depth within a floor level tolerance of +/- 2.5mm. Floors outside of this tolerance
should be either levelled before laying the castellated panel or additional LoPro™
QuickSet can be ordered to pour on top of the panel. Please note: if purchased
prior to delivery of the main system there is no additional delivery charge.
The method of mixing LoPro™QuickSet depends largely on the size of the area
being covered.
Areas up to 60m2: Use a large bucket and a drill with a mixer paddle attachment.
Mix and pour on a room-by-room basis.
Up to 100m2: Use a mechanical paddle mixer or forced-action mixer (can be hired
locally) or use a professional screed contractor.
100m2 – 200m2: Consider using a professional screed contractor with a pump
mixer. Nu-Heat can give contact details for contractors throughout the UK.

Nu-Heat has a national network of
professional screeding partners with
experience of installing LoPro™
QuickSet self-levelling compound.
Please contact us for more details.

For more details see the LoPro™Max Screed Mixers and LoPro™Max QuickSet
product information sheets.

1 	Simply pour the LoPro™QuickSet self levelling compound over the UFH pipes and castellated panel to the specified depth,
smoothing the compound out with a hand trowel to provide a flat, level surface.

2 	The LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound should be left to dry for 72 hours before fitting the final floor finish, although in
damp weather the overall drying time may be extended.
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Floor coverings
Once the LoPro™Max panel has been laid, the pipe installed
and pressure tested and the LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling
compound has been poured, then left to dry for 72 hours, the
final floor covering can be applied.
LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound provides an ideal, flat, level surface for
all floor finishes. This is especially important with tiles, stone and vinyl where the
quality of the surface on which they are laid is crucial.
FLOOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Some suppliers recommend a maximum floor surface temperature for their floor
coverings. With all thermostat options (except in bathrooms) Nu-Heat supplies a
room thermostat that can both control room temperature and top-limit the floor
temperature (see separate technical guide for installing floor temperature sensors).
The sensor should be fitted before pouring the LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling
compound.

Sensor cable

CERAMIC TILES, SLATE, LIMESTONE, ETC.
Fixing ceramic tiles, stone, marble, travertine, etc. over LoPro™Max
It is important that the sub-floor and LoPro™ installation forms a stable, level base
for all tile and soft stone finishes and Nu-Heat also recommends the addition of a
decoupling layer (available from Nu-Heat) and the use of flexible grout. Differential
thermal expansion can result in micro-cracks and the decoupling membrane
prevents these propagating through to the tiles. See separate information sheet
for details. A decoupling layer will not compensate for movement in the sub-floor.
Tile/stone finishes can be bonded directly to the de-coupling layer which is itself
bonded to the LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound using a continuous
trowel-applied bed of adhesive with no air gaps. Before applying the tile adhesive,
the surface of the LoPro™ QuickSet should be primed with Eco Prim T (available
from Nu-Heat).
Always follow the manufacturer/supplier’s recommendations where applicable
and use appropriate decoupling membrane, flexible adhesive and grout as
recommended by the supplier. Tiles/stone and decoupling layer are fixed in
a single process.

Continuous bed of flexible adhesive

A de-coupling layer must be used with
stone and tiled finishes

A minimum 10mm expansion gap is required around all perimeter walls to allow
the floor tiles to expand and contract as required; this is usually hidden by the
skirting board or perimeter tile upstand.
Lay tiles on a second continuous bed of
flexible adhesive over the de-coupling
layer

Note: The above recommendations would apply to any stone or tile floor
regardless of whether UFH was fitted or not.

Stone/tile
Flexible adhesive
De-coupling layer

See also Nu-Heat information sheets:
• Tiling onto LoPro™
• Floor Primer
and the
• LoPro™Max Installation Manual

Flexible adhesive
Floor primer, e.g. Mapei Eco Prim T
LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound
LoPro™Max castellated panel
Existing sub-floor (level and primed with the EcoPrim T supplied)

For more information visit www.nu-heat.co.uk
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Floor coverings – continued
ENGINEERED TIMBER
Fixing engineered timber over LoPro™Max
Engineered timber floors are generally glued/butt-jointed and free-floated over the
surface of the LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound. Alternatively, they can be
glued directly to the surface of the LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound.
Engineered boards do not need to be overly thick because the LoPro™Max below
provides excellent support. Nu-Heat recommends a maximum thickness of 22mm,
but 14–16mm is preferred as this provides less resistance and higher heat outputs
from the UFH.
Vapour barrier
A vapour barrier is often recommended by the timber supplier to prevent potential
moisture in the floor affecting the integrity of the timber board. This is usually
a polyethylene membrane approximately 0.2mm thick and can be laid over the
self-levelling compound before fitting the timber boards.
Alternatively, thin foam can be laid on top of the self-levelling compound. This
foam layer should be no more than 2mm thick to avoid heat transfer from the UFH
being suppressed, affecting heat output and overall efficiency.

Engineered timber floors can be
free-floated over the LoPro™QuickSet.

Engineered board is made up of layers of
solid timber laminated together

Suspended timber floors
For suspended timber floors Nu-Heat can supply 5mm thick IsoRubber-UFH-NH
that provides additional impact and airborne noise reduction. This layer must be
glued down to the sub-floor beneath the LoPro™Max castellated panel (adhesive
supplied). This is a high density product that provides a quality feel to the finished
floor and is particulary suitable for first floors and loft conversions.
Floor temperature control
Always fit the floor temperature sensor supplied in areas with engineered timber
floor coverings before the self-levelling compound is poured.

5mm IsoRubber

See also information sheets:
• Engineered Timber
• Floor Primer
• Floor sensors
and the
• LoPro™Max Installation Manual

Engineered timber flooring
Optional adhesive, vapour barrier or foam underlay
LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound
LoPro™Max castellated panel
Existing sub-floor (level and primed with the EcoPrim T supplied)

For more information please see the Nu-Heat datasheet,
LoPro-Timber Floors.
SOLID HARDWOODS
Nu-Heat does not recommend the use of solid hardwood floors when used in
conjunction with LoPro™Max underfloor heating systems due to the higher heat
outputs generated. Other Nu-Heat underfloor heating floor constructions are
suitable for solid hardwoods.
High quality engineered timber flooring provides excellent dimensional
stability as well as aesthetic appeal similar to that of a solid hardwood floor.
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Carpet

CARPET & UNDERLAY

Underlay

Carpet and underlay are very suitable for use over LoPro™Max due to the industryleading thermal heat outputs achieved. Always use an underlay recommended for
use with underfloor heating in conjunction with hessian-backed carpet with a
combined tog value no greater than 2.5.

Surface of LoPro™QuickSet

Fixing carpet & underlay over LoPro™Max
Where gripper rod is to be used it should be glued down, not nailed. Alternatively
glue the carpet down using an appropriate adhesive as recommended by the
manufacturer.
Carpet and underlay laid directly onto
LoPro™QuickSet.

See also information sheets:
• Carpet
• FeatherEdge compound
and the
• LoPro™Max Installation Manual

LINOLEUM & VINYL
Modern, contemporary vinyl floor finishes are a perfect partner for Nu-Heat’s
LoPro™Max.
Fixing Amtico, linoleum & vinyl floor coverings over LoPro™Max
Linoleum (e.g. Marmoleum) and vinyl (e.g. Amtico and Karndean) require a
completely flat surface on which to be laid, therefore LoPro™Max is ideal.
Vinyls can be sensitive to high floor temperatures therefore the floor temperature
sensor supplied must always be fitted to ensure that the floor temperature does
not exceed (typically) 27˚C as recommended by the manufacturer.
If required, the finished floor height can be adjusted to mirror that of floor finishes
in adjoining areas. Where this is more than 10mm, a second coat of
LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound can be applied; where this is between
1–10mm a latex floor leveller such as Latexplan Trade (available from Nu-Heat) can
be used. If the surface is dusty it should be primed with Eco Prim T (available from
Nu-Heat) or equivalent.

See also information sheets:
• Vinyl floor finishes
• Floor Primer
• Latex floor leveller
• Floor sensors
and the
• LoPro™Max Installation Manual

Vinyl/linoleum, etc.*
LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling compound
LoPro™Max castellated panel
Existing sub-floor (level and primed with the EcoPrim T supplied)

*Always use the manufacturer’s recommended adhesive when
fixing linoleum and vinyl floor coverings.

For more information visit www.nu-heat.co.uk
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Floor coverings – continued
SYNTHETIC RESIN
Laying synthetic resin floor finishes over LoPro™Max
LoPro™Max is a perfect partner for
resin floor finishes, providing a level,
cementitious, mirror finish ready for
direct application of the resin supplier’s
recommended base coat and the resin.
Synthetic resin finishes are usually
manufactured from polyurethane,
epoxy resin or methacrylate, often in
combination. They typically have a
thickness of 0.15mm to 6mm. The type
and thickness of the resin used relates
to the location in which they are to be
laid, the durability required and the
volume of foot traffic that they will
encounter.

•	To reduce the potential for small
stress fractures a glass-fibre render
mesh must be fitted to the top of
the castellated panel before pouring
LoPro™ QuickSet self-levelling
compound. Small stress fractures do
not affect the strength of the floor.
•	The LoPro™QuickSet self-levelling
compound should be left to dry for
a minimum of 72 hours before
applying the primer and resin.
•	The floor heating should be tested
and working before installation of
the base coat and resin.
•	The floor heating should have been
switched off 48 hours prior to
installation.

•	Check that the moisture content of
the self-levelling compound meets
resin manufacturer’s guidelines
before fitting base coat or resin.
•	The floor heating should not be
switched on for up to 7 days
depending on conditions and
manufacturer’s recommendations.

See also information sheets:
• Resin floor finishes
• Floor sensors
and the
• LoPro™Max Installation Manual

MICROTOP AND POLISHED CONCRETE
Thin and polished screed floor finishes over LoPro™Max
Micro-top, also known as micro-cement
is highly resistant to abrasion, water and
frost. It has flexural and compressive
properties that make it a suitable product
for use over LoPro™Max UFH.
Micro-top polished concrete is a thin
coat polymer modified cement based
coating which is available in a variety of
colours and textures. It is UV stable and
can be used in high traffic areas.

Online
www.nu-heat.co.uk

Follow us
@nuheatuk

Polished concrete floor finishes suitable
for use with LoPro™Max are:

See also:
• LoPro™Max Installation Manual

Microtop polished concrete coating
(0.5–3mm):
A polymer modified coating applied at
0.5mm to 3mm that looks like polished
concrete.
Polished concrete overlays (10–40mm):
A cement based overlay applied at
10mm to 40mm that can be diamond
polished.

See our videos
/nuheatuk

Freephone
0800 731 1976 or 01404 540650

Nu-Heat UK Ltd I Heathpark House I Devonshire Road I Heathpark Industrial Estate I Honiton I Devon EX14 1SD
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